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Abstract
We investigate the possibility of identifying an explicit pionic component of
the nucleon through measurements of polarized ∆++ baryon fragments pro-
duced in deep-inelastic leptoproduction off polarized protons, which may help
to identify the physical mechanism responsible for the breaking of the Got-
tfried sum rule. The pion-exchange model predicts highly correlated polariza-
tions of the ∆++ and target proton, in marked contrast with the competing
diquark fragmentation process. Measurement of asymmetries in polarized Λ
production may also reveal the presence of a kaon cloud in the nucleon.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The remarkably successful application of the quark–parton model in the description of
deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) data over a very large kinematic domain has propelled this
simple picture of the nucleon at high energies into becoming part of the common language
employed by medium and high energy physicists. Furthermore, the QCD-improved parton
model provides a framework in which one can quantitatively understand the scaling viola-
tions seen in DIS experiments in the perturbative region of large photon virtualities (Q2 >∼ 4
GeV2). Nevertheless, what we have learned from the more recent DIS data on both polar-
ized and unpolarized targets is that even the QCD-improved parton model cannot, by itself,
give a complete description of the structure of the nucleon at high energies. It is unable to
(nor was it intended to) explain the spectrum of the nucleon’s non-perturbative features.
Here one has traditionally invoked effective degrees of freedom, for example in the form of
a pionic cloud of the nucleon, to describe the long range structure of the nucleon.
A very good example of this is the deviation from the QCD-parton model prediction for
the Gottfried sum rule [1] seen in the recent high-precision NMC data [2]. The most natural
explanation of this result is that there exists an excess of d¯ quarks over u¯ in the proton
— something which is clearly impossible to obtain from perturbative QCD alone. A non-
perturbative pionic cloud, on the other hand, offers a simple explanation of this SU(2) flavor
symmetry breaking in the proton sea [3–8]. The more recent NA51 Drell-Yan experiment
[9] also strongly suggests a suppression of the u¯ sea in the proton relative to the d¯ sea.
Similarly in polarized DIS, the small value for the first moment of the proton’s spin-
dependent structure function, g1, obtained initially by the EMC [10], and confirmed by
later measurements at CERN [11] and SLAC [12], is widely interpreted as evidence of the
breakdown of the simple quark–parton model of nucleon structure. The two most common
interpretations of this result are that either the strange sea of the proton is significantly
polarized, or that subtle anomaly effects (perhaps in the form of highly polarized gluons)
lead to a strong violation of the OZI rule in the flavor singlet channel [13]. The simplest way
to model a polarized strange sea would be in terms of a polarized hyperon accompanying
a non-perturbative cloud of kaons [14]. DIS from a ΛK or ΣK component of the nucleon
would be a natural mechanism leading to a violation of the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule [15].
While strongly suggesting that non-perturbative effects play an important role in nucleon
DIS, the results of these experiments do not rule out mechanisms other than those involving
meson clouds as those responsible for the deviations of these sum rules from the parton
model predictions. Indeed, despite the various phenomenological successes of nucleon models
which incorporate mesonic degrees of freedom, as yet there is no direct experimental evidence
unambiguously pointing to the existence of a pion (or kaon) cloud in high energy reactions.
It is the purpose of this paper to identify experiments which could give clear and unique
signals of the presence of mesonic degrees of freedom in nucleon DIS.
The role of pions in inclusive DIS from nucleon has been investigated in a number of
previous studies [3–8,16–18]. Following Thomas [17], it was realized that upper bounds on
the average pion number per nucleon could be extracted by comparing with DIS data on
the momentum fractions carried by sea quarks in the proton. Controversy as to whether
all or just part of the Gottfried sum rule violation can be accounted for by the pion cloud
could be resolved by obtaining a lower bound on the pion multiplicity. However, to obtain
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a lower bound one would need to extract a clear pionic signal from beneath the background
arising from the perturbative sea. Since the pion contribution to the nucleon structure
function appears at relatively small Bjorken x (x ∼ 0.1), its signal may be submerged
beneath the perturbative background. Therefore it seems a formidable challenge to seek
direct experimental confirmation of pionic effects in inclusive DIS. The problem is worse for
the case of the K cloud since, being heavier, those contributions lie at even smaller x.
The pertinent question to ask is whether pions leave any unique traces at all in other
processes, which cannot be understood in terms of perturbative quark and gluon degrees of
freedom alone. Recently in the literature several suggestions have been made regarding the
measurement of the pion cloud in other experiments. Pirner and Povh [19] have proposed to
identify the size of the constituent quark–pion vertex through exclusive leptoproduction of
fast pions in the current fragmentation region. Dieperink and Pollock [20] have argued that
one could obtain information on the πN form factor in DIS from a 3He nucleus by detecting
the recoiling 3He nucleus in the final state. In the present paper we propose a series of anal-
ogous experiments in semi-inclusive DIS on polarized protons, where a hadron is detected in
the final state in coincidence with the scattered electron [21,22]. We will demonstrate that
DIS from the nucleon’s pion cloud (Fig.1) does in fact give rise to rather characteristic frag-
mentation distributions in comparison with the predictions of parton model hadronization.
These differences are significantly enhanced when initial and final state polarization effects
are considered.
We focus on semi-inclusive production of polarized ∆++ baryons from a polarized proton,
e~p→ e′~∆++X−. Because the g1 structure function of a pion is zero, an unpolarized electron
beam will suffice for this purpose. The choice of the ∆++ for the final state baryon, rather
than, say, a nucleon, reduces the backgrounds that one would have to consider due to the
decay of ∆s themselves. Furthermore, the decay products of ∆+ or ∆0 would include neutral
hadrons whose detection would be more difficult, thus increasing the overall experimental
uncertainties. For the case of the K cloud, the relevant reaction to observe is e~p→ e′~ΛX+.
Determining the polarization of the Λ hyperon is considerably easier because the Λ is self-
analyzing.
In the next Section we outline the basic kinematics pertinent to semi-inclusive deep-
inelastic scattering. In Section III we present the predictions for the polarization asymme-
tries in the pion cloud model of the nucleon. A condensed summary of the results in this
Section can also be found in Ref. [23]. Possible backgrounds to the pionic signal are ana-
lyzed in Section IV. In Section V the strangeness content of the nucleon is studied in the K
cloud and diquark fragmentation models. A brief overview of other experiments suggested
recently to measure the pion cloud of the nucleon is given in Section VI, while Section VII
is reserved for some concluding remarks.
II. KINEMATICS OF TARGET FRAGMENTATION
Experimentally it is known that the yield of baryons is about one order of magnitude
higher in the backward hemisphere of the γp center of mass frame (“target fragmentation
region”) than for forward hemisphere baryons (“current fragmentation region”) [24–26]. Fur-
thermore, baryons produced by current fragmentation have predominantly large momenta
in the target rest frame (>∼ several GeV), while those in the backward center of mass jet
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are generally slow. Since our concern here is with low momentum baryons (∆s and Λs) pro-
duced in the target fragmentation region, we shall neglect the quark→ baryon fragmentation
process which gives rise to the forward baryons.
For studies of the spin dependence of the fragmentation process, we require the target
proton polarization to be parallel to the photon direction, with the spin of the produced
baryon quantized along its direction of motion. Experimentally, the polarization of the
produced ~∆++ can be reconstructed from the angular distribution of its decay products
(p and π+), while because it is self-analyzing, polarization of the Λ can be determined
automatically.
With the high luminosity beam available at CEBAF, for example, the rate of ∆++ (or
Λ) production will generally be high. Even though the efficiency with which low momentum
baryons can be accurately identified is lower than for fast baryons in the forward center
of mass hemisphere [26], their detection will still be feasible, for example with the CEBAF
Large Acceptance Spectrometer. Alternatively, with polarized internal targets soon available
at HERMES, one could also in principle perform this experiment there provided the 4π
detectors will be capable of capturing slow moving baryons as well as the fast mesons, which
will be the focus of the first stage of the HERMES program. Such a program would also be
ideally suited for the proposed European electron facility, ELFE, or the new Hadron Muon
Collaboration at CERN, which will be designed specifically for semi-inclusive measurements.
We define our variables in the target rest frame as follows: l, l′ are the four-momentum
vectors of the initial and final leptons; Pµ = (M ; 0, 0, 0) and pµ = (p0; |p| sinα cos φ,
|p| sinα sinφ, |p| cosα) are the momentum vectors of the target proton and recoil baryon,
respectively; and qµ = (ν; 0, 0,
√
ν2 +Q2) denotes the photon four-momentum, defined to
lie along the positive z-axis. Then ν = E − E ′ is the energy transferred to the target,
y = ν/E = 1 − E ′/E is the fractional energy transfer relative to the incident energy,
and Q2 = −q2 = 2MExy is minus the four-momentum squared of the virtual photon, with
x = Q2/2P ·q. With the possible CEBAF upgrade to E ≈ 8–10 GeV, values of x ≈ 0.13–0.14
can be reached in the deep-inelastic region for ν ≈ 8 GeV and Q2 ≈ 2 GeV2, corresponding
to a center of mass energy squared of the γp system of W 2 = (P + q)2 ∼ 15 GeV2. At
HERMES, with a 30 GeV electron beam, one will comfortably probe the 0.05 <∼ x <∼ 0.1
region, which is relevant for the pionic contribution, up to Q2 ∼ 5 GeV2 andW 2 <∼ 50 GeV2.
The four-momentum transfer squared between the proton and baryon is t ≡ (P − p)2 =
−p2T/ζ + tmax, which is bounded from above by tmax = −(M2B −M2ζ)(1 − ζ)/ζ , where
p2T = p
2 sin2 α, ζ = p · q/P · q is the light-cone fraction of the target proton’s momentum
carried by the baryon, and MB is the recoiling baryon’s mass. In terms of t, the three-
momentum of the produced baryon is given by:
|p| = 1
2M
√
(M2 +M2B − t)2 − 4M2M2B , (1)
so that in the target rest frame the slowest baryons are those for which t is maximized,
which occurs when ζ → 1. As the upper limit on ζ is 1 − x, slow baryon production also
corresponds to the x → 0 limit, and the slowest possible particles produced at ζ = 1 (at
x = 0) will have momentum |pmin| = (M2B −M2)/2M ≈ 340 MeV for B = ∆, and ≈ 193
MeV for B = Λ. For the pion-exchange process considered here, the peak in the differential
cross section occurs at |p| ∼ 600 MeV, which, for ζ ∼ 0.8, corresponds to a missing mass of
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p2X = (P − p+ q)2 ∼ 0.8 GeV2 for Q2 ∼ 2 GeV2 at CEBAF energies, and p2X ∼ 5 GeV2 for
Q2 ∼ 4 GeV2 at HERMES.
In terms of the polar angle α (in the target rest frame),
cosα =
M2B + (1− 2ζ)M2 − t√
(M2B −M2 − t)2 − 4M2t
, (2)
between the B and γ momenta, production of baryons will occur between α = 0 and
αmax = arccos
(√
1− (Mζ/MB)2
)
, (3)
which for ζ → 1 is ≃ 50o for B = ∆ and ≃ 57o for B = Λ.
For a given angle α, the pion four-momentum will be constrained to lie within the limits
given by:
tmin/max(α) =
1
sin2 α
(
M2B sin
2 α−M2(1− 2x+ cos2 α)
± 2M cosα
√
M2(1− x)2 −M2B sin2 α
)
. (4)
At small angles baryons will be produced over essentially the entire range of t (and therefore
ζ), however the number will fall off rapidly as α→ arccos
(
1
MB
√
M2B −M2(1− x2)
)
because
of the fast convergence of the upper and lower bounds on t, until no particles are produced
beyond the kinematic boundary at tmax = tmin = − (M2B(1 + x)−M2(1− x)) /(1− x).
The importance of the above kinematic limits was demonstrated in two experiments
[27,28] in which slow proton production was studied in ν-nucleon and ν-nucleus scattering.
The softening of the cross section for protons with momentum less than pmax (equal to
several hundred MeV in the experiments), was shown [29–31] to be precisely due to the
absence of interactions at x > xmax, where xmax = 1− (p0max − |pmax|)/M .
The role of pions was also investigated in this process, however due to the large per-
turbative sea component of the nucleon structure function at x ∼ 0.05, no definite pionic
signal could be identified. We may hope, however, that by including polarization degrees
of freedom we can more efficiently isolate any pionic signal from behind the fragmentation
background.
III. PION CLOUD DYNAMICS
The pion model is a dynamical model of the nucleon where the dissociation of a physical
nucleon into a pion and an “undressed” nucleon or ∆ is explicitly witnessed by the probing
photon. The possible relevance of the process illustrated in Fig.1, where a π− emitted by
the proton is hit by a photon, to DIS was recognized some time ago [16,21,22], and has since
had several important and interesting applications, most notably in providing a mechanism
to break SU(2) and SU(3) flavor symmetries in the proton sea. In the pion-exchange model
the differential cross section is:
d5σ
dxdQ2dζdp2Tdφ
∝ f
2
piN∆
16π2m2pi
T S s(t) F2pi∆
(t−m2pi)2
Lµν(l, q) W
µν
pi (k, q), (5)
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where Lµν = 2l
′
µlν + 2l
′
νlµ − gµνQ2 is the lepton tensor, and
W µνpi = −
(
gµν +
qµqν
Q2
)
W1pi +
(
kµ +
k · q
Q2
qµ
)(
kν +
k · q
Q2
qν
)
W2pi
m2pi
, (6)
describes the γπ vertex, with k denoting the virtual pion four-momentum. The quantity
T S s(t) is the amplitude for a nucleon of spin S to emit a pion of four-momentum squared
t, leaving a ∆ with spin s.
Since in the final analysis we will be dealing with Lorentz-invariant cross sections as a
function of the Lorentz-scalars x and ζ , we can, without loss of generality, formulate the
problem in any frame which will simplify the analysis. Here we note that factorization of
the γN cross section into γ π and π N (or γ N∗ and N∗N) cross sections does not hold in all
frames of reference [32]. Indeed, such factorization, or convolution, can only be achieved by
eliminating antiparticle degrees of freedom, which can formally be done only in the infinite
momentum frame (IMF) or on the light-cone [33,34]. Therefore for the πN∆ form factor in
Eq.(5) we take the form suggested in earlier IMF studies of the pionic content of the proton
in inclusive DIS [35]:
Fpi∆(p2T , ζ) =
(
Λ2 +M2
Λ2 + spi∆
)2
, (7a)
where spi∆ ≡ (p + k)2 = (m2pi + p2T )/(1 − ζ) + (M2∆ + p2T )/ζ . Since the form factor in the
IMF is not yet very well constrained, other forms for its shape [36] are also possible (it
has been suggested in Ref. [36] to use semi-inclusive NN scattering data as a means of
obtaining an upper bound on Λ, although here one also has to deal with contributions from
competing Reggeized meson exchanges [37]). However, the precise shape of the form factor
is not important here, since, as we shall see, the bulk of the effect is given entirely by the
proton–pion spin correlations. Indeed, covariant formulations with t-dependent form factors
[3–8,38]:
Fpi∆(p2T , ζ) =
(
Λ2 −M2
Λ2 − t(p2T , ζ)
)2
, (7b)
give very similar results to those with the spi∆-dependent forms in Eq.(7a).
The formulation in the IMF also allows one to use the on-mass-shell structure function
of the pion in Eq.(6) [35,36,39], without the need to model the extrapolation of the off-shell
pion structure function into the t 6= m2pi region [40,41]. (Although, in principle, there could
be effects in the virtual pion structure function due to the off-energy-shell dependence.)
For the pion structure function we use therefore the most recent parametrization [42] of
data extracted from Drell-Yan experiments [43]. The main uncertainty in the covariant
calculation is in fact the off-mass-shell extrapolation of the virtual pion structure function,
for which there still does not exist consensus in the literature [40,41].
The πN∆ coupling constant, fpiN∆, in Eq.(5) is the physical coupling constant, defined
at the pion pole (t = m2pi). Note that there is no renormalization factor, Z, multiplying the
pion-exchange cross section, as has been used recently in Refs. [8,44]. This factor, which
to first order in fpiN∆ is written Z = 1/(1+ < n >pi∆), with the pion number < n >pi∆
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being essentially the integrated cross section in Eq.(5), is usually introduced to normalize
the total nucleon inclusive cross section in the presence of pions [4,35]. For the physical,
semi-inclusive process, however, its use would lead to an artificial suppression of the pion-
exchange contribution, especially when the form factor is hard. The authors of Ref. [44]
also use convolution formulae within a covariant framework, which, as mentioned above,
inherently makes use of the assumption of factorization as well as the k2-independence of
the off-shell pion structure function, the justification of which has not yet been demonstrated.
The function T S s(t) in Eq.(5) is obtained by evaluating the trace over the target nucleon
spinor and the Rarita-Schwinger spinor-vector uα for the recoil ∆:
T S s(t) = Tr [u(P, S)u¯(P, S) uα(p, s)u¯β(p, s)] (P − p)α(P − p)β, (8)
where [45]
uα(p, s) =
∑
m
〈
3
2
s
∣∣∣∣1 m; 12 s−m
〉
ǫα(m) u(p, s−m) (9a)
is constructed from the spin-1/2 Dirac spinor u and spin-1 vectors ǫα(m), and normalized
such that [46]: ∑
s
uα(p, s)u¯β(p, s) = Λαβ(p), (9b)
Λαβ(p) = ( 6p+M∆)
(
−gαβ + γαγβ
3
+
γαpβ − γβpα
3 M∆
+
2 pαpβ
3 M2∆
)
. (9c)
Because it is emitted collinearly with the pion, production of ∆ baryons with helicity ±3/2
is forbidden, which leads to the selection rule:
T S ± 32 (t) = 0. (10)
This is confirmed by explicit evaluation of the trace if we recall that for polarized
fermion spinors the spin projection is u(P, S)u(P, S) = (1 + γ5 6S)( 6P + M)/2. The
polarization vectors S and s can be parametrized as: S = (0; 0, 0,+1) and s =
±
(√
p20 −M2B; p0 sinα cosφ, p0 sinα sinφ, p0 cosα
)/
MB, so that the angle α between the
polarization vectors of the target proton S and recoiling baryon s coincides with the direc-
tion of the momentum vector p relative to the z-axis. The yield of spin projection ±1/2
states is then given by:
T + 12 ± 12 (t) = 1
12M2∆
[
(M −M∆)2 − t
] [
(M +M∆)
2 − t
]2
(1± cosα). (11)
Because the production of ∆ baryons is limited to forward angles in the target rest frame,
the factor (1 ± cosα) associated with the final state polarization will significantly suppress
the s = −1/2 yield relative to that of s = +1/2 final states.
The differential cross section, Q2d3σ/dxdQ2dζ , for the individual polarization states of
the produced ∆++ (for DIS from a proton with S = +1/2) is shown in Fig.2a for typical
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CEBAF kinematics, x = 0.14, Q2 = 2 GeV2 and E = 8 GeV, and in Fig.2b for x = 0.075,
Q2 = 4 GeV2 and E = 30 GeV, as may be expected at HERMES. The pion-exchange model
predictions (solid curves) use the form factor in Eq.(7a) with cut-offs Λ = 600 (smallest),
800 and 1000 (largest) MeV, which gives < n >pi∆≈ 0.01, 0.02 and 0.04, respectively. (For
< n >pi∆≈ 0.02 the cut-off in a t-dependent dipole form factor would be ∼ 700 MeV.) The
spectrum shows strong correlations between the polarizations of the target proton (S =
+1/2) and the ∆++. In the next Section we examine the extent to which the suppression
of the antiparallel configuration of the p and ∆ spins in the pion-exchange model is diluted
by the competing parton fragmentation process, which constitutes the main background to
the pion-exchange process discussed here.
IV. BACKGROUNDS
At the large energy and momentum transfers possible with high-energy (E >∼ 10 GeV)
electron beams, the resonance backgrounds should not pose a major problem in identifying
the required signal. Firstly, interference from quasi-elastic ∆++ production will be eliminated
by charge conservation. Secondly, the largeW involved means that interference from excited
∆∗ states (with subsequent decay to ∆++ and pions) will be negligible. In addition, any
such resonance contributions will be strongly suppressed by electromagnetic form factors at
large Q2 (Q2 >∼ 2 GeV2).
A potentially more significant background will be that due to uncorrelated spectator
fragmentation, as illustrated in Fig.3. We can estimate the importance of this process
within the parton model framework, in which the cross section is proportional to (assuming
factorization of the x and ζ dependence [47–49]):
d4σ(s)
dxdQ2dzdp2T
∝ Fp↑(x,Q2) D˜sp↑−q↑↓(z, p2T ), (12)
where z = ζ/(1 − x) is the light-cone momentum fraction of the produced baryon car-
ried by the spectator system. The function Fp↑(x,Q2) is proportional to the spin-weighted
interacting-quark momentum distribution functions, q↑↓(x) = (q(x) ± ∆q(x))/2, where ↑↓
denote quark spins parallel or antiparallel to the spin of the proton, with q(x) and ∆q(x)
being the sum and difference of q↑ and q↓, respectively. For our numerical estimates we
use the parametrization of ∆q(x) from Gehrmann and Stirling [50], and the CTEQ [51]
parametrization for q(x). The results change little if one uses, for example, the models of
Carlitz and Kaur [52] or Scha¨fer [53] for ∆q(x).
The fragmentation function D˜sp↑−q↑↓(z, p
2
T ) gives the probability for the polarized (p
↑
minus q↑↓) spectator system to fragment into a ∆++ with polarization s. The usual assump-
tion is that the transverse momentum distribution of the baryon also factorizes [48,54–56],
D˜sp↑−q↑↓(z, p
2
T ) = D
s
p↑−q↑↓(z) ϕ(p
2
T ), with
∫
dp2T ϕ(p
2
T ) = 1. To describe the soft, non-
perturbative parton fragmentation process, a number of phenomenological models have been
developed for the fragmentation functions. Many of these [57,58] have followed the basic
approach originally formulated by Field and Feynman [47,59], whose quark jet fragmenta-
tion model involved recursive qq¯ pair creation (cascade) out of the color field between the
scattered and spectator partons, with subsequent recombination into color neutral hadrons.
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In the original analysis of Ref. [47] only (unpolarized) quark → meson fragmentation func-
tions were modeled. Later this approach was extended by Sukhatme et al. [57], and Bartl et
al. [58] by also allowing for q → baryon and qq → baryon decays. The approach pioneered
by the Lund group [60] included, in addition, the fragmentation into hadrons of the gluon
string connecting the colored partons.
Analytic expressions for the fragmentation functions can be obtained by constraining
their limiting behavior at the asymptotic limits. The z → 0 limit requires a 1/z behavior
for D(z) in order to reproduce the observed logarithmic increase in hadron multiplicity as
s→∞,
< NB > =
∫ 1
zmin
dz D(z) ∼ ln s, (13)
where zmin ∝ 1/s (see below). For the z → 1 limit one commonly applies dimensional
counting rules [61], using essentially the same arguments as for the x→ 1 limit of structure
functions [62]. For the specific case of the ∆++, at large z this should carry most of the
parent system’s momentum, and therefore contain both valence u quarks from the target
proton. In our region of interest, namely z >∼ 0.6, where the pionic contribution is the
largest, by far the most important contributions to D(z) come from the process whereby
the ∆++ is formed after only one uu¯ pair is created [57,58]. As a consequence, DIS from
valence u quarks will not be too important. For scattering from sea quarks we assume the
same fragmentation probabilities for uuqq¯ spectator states as for uu, although in general
multi-quark configurations could decay at different rates than the valence diquark (however,
already at Q2 ≃ 2 GeV2 the sea constitutes at most ∼ 15% of the cross section at x ∼ 0.1).
Rather than rely on model counting rule arguments, we parametrize the (very limited)
EMC data [26] on unpolarized ∆++ muon production for z → 1 as: Duu(z → 1) = α(1−z)β,
where β ≈ 0.3. The overall normalization of the fragmentation function is fixed by the data
to be α ≈ 0.68. Note that in obtaining this parametrization it has been necessary to
perform a conversion of the kinematic variables. Usually in semi-inclusive experiments [26]
the longitudinal momentum dependence is measured as a function of the Feynman variable
xF , defined as the ratio of the center of mass longitudinal momentum to its maximum allowed
value, xF = p
∗
L/p
∗
Lmax ≃ 2|p∗|/
√
W 2 ≃ 1−M2X/W 2, where MX is the mass of the inclusive
hadronic debris, and the asterisk (∗) denotes center of mass momenta. This variable can be
related to the light-cone variable z via
z =
√
M2∆ + p
2
T +W
2 x2F/4−
√
W 2 xF/2√
W 2
. (14)
Note that for z → 1, xF ≃ z if W 2 ≫ M2∆ + p2T . The target (current) fragmentation
region corresponds to xF < 0 (xF > 0), and the boundary between the regions at xF = 0
corresponds to ζmin =
√
M2∆ + p
2
T/
√
W 2.
To model the spin dependence of the fragmentation process we follow the simple approach
taken by Bartl et al. [63] (see also Refs. [64,65]) in their study of polarized quark → baryon
fragmentation. Namely, the diquark is assumed to retain its helicity during its decay, and
the qq¯ pair creation probability is independent of the helicity state of the quark q. At leading
order this means that the produced baryon contains the helicity of the diquark, so that, for
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example, a ∆⇑ or ∆↑ can emerge from a q↑q↑ diquark, whereas a ∆⇓ cannot. (Our notation
here is that ⇑, ↑, ↓,⇓ represent s = +3/2,+1/2,−1/2,−3/2 states, respectively.)
The overall normalization of the spin-dependent fragmentation functions is fixed by the
condition
q(x) Dp−q(z) + q¯(x) Dp−q¯(z) = q
↑(x) Dp↑−q↑(z) + q
↓(x) Dp↑−q↓(z)
+ q¯↑(x) Dp↑−q¯↑(z) + q¯
↓(x) Dp↑−q¯↓(z), (15)
where
D(z) =
+3/2∑
s=−3/2
Ds(z). (16)
In relating the production rates for various polarized ∆++ we employ SU(6) spin-flavor wave
functions, from which simple relations among the valence diquark → ∆++ fragmentation
functions, Dsqqj(jz)(z), can be deduced (the diquark state qqj(jz) is labeled by its spin j and
spin projection jz). The leading functions are related by:
D⇑uu1(1)(z) = 3 D
↑
uu1(1)
(z) =
3
2
D↑uu1(0)(z) =
3
2
D↓uu1(0)(z), (17)
with normalization determined from:
D⇑uu1(1)(z) =
3
4
Duu(z). (18)
(Note that this is true only when the spin projections of the diquark and ∆ are aligned.)
The non-leading fragmentation functions are those which require at least two qq¯ pairs to
be created from the vacuum, namely D⇑/⇓uu1(0) , D
↓/⇓
uu1(1)
, D
⇑/↑/↓/⇓
ud0(0)
, D
⇑/↑/↓/⇓
ud1(0)
, and D
⇑/↑/↓
ud1(1)
, and
those which require 3 such pairs, D⇓uu1(1) and D
⇓
ud1(1)
. Except at very small z (z <∼ 0.2) the
latter functions are consistent with zero [58]. For the 2-qq¯ pair fragmentation functions, we
also expect that D⇑uu1(0)(z) = D
⇓
uu1(0)
(z). For z >∼ 0.2 the unpolarized model fragmentation
functions of Ref. [58] requiring two qq¯ pairs (e.g. Dud(z)) are quite small compared with the
leading fragmentation functions, Dud(z) ≃ 0.1Duu(z). For spin-dependent fragmentation we
therefore expect a similar behavior for those decay probabilities requiring two qq¯ pairs created
in order to form the final state with the correct spin and flavor quantum numbers. This
then allows for a complete model description of the polarized fragmentation backgrounds at
large z in terms of only the 4 fragmentation functions in Eq.(17).
Finally, the pT -integrated differential cross section for the electroproduction of a ∆
++
with spin s can be written:
d3σ(s)
dxdQ2dζ
=
(
2πα2
M2E2x(1− x)
)(
1
2x2
+
4M2E2
Q4
(
1− Q
2
2MEx
− Q
2
4E2
))
(19)
×
[
4x
9
(
u↑VD
s
ud1(0)
+ 2u¯↑
(
2
3
Dsuu1(1) +
1
3
Dsuu1(0)
)
+ u↓VD
s
ud1(1)
+ 2u¯↓
(
2
3
Dsuu1(1) +
1
3
Dsuu1(0)
))
+
x
9
(
d↑VD
s
uu1(0)
+ 2d¯↑
(
2
3
Dsuu1(1) +
1
3
Dsuu1(0)
)
+ d↓VD
s
uu1(1)
+ 2d¯↓
(
2
3
Dsuu1(1) +
1
3
Dsuu1(0)
))]
.
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In Figs.2a and 2b the parton model predictions (dashed) for the various polarization
states of the ∆ are plotted in comparison with the pion-exchange cross sections. In the quark-
parton model the correlations are significantly weaker, with the ratio of polarized ∆s being
s = +3/2 : +1/2 : −1/2 : −3/2 ≈ 3 : 2 : 1 : 0. The comparisons assume that there is no
significant interference between the parton fragmentation and pion-exchange contributions.
At small values of the exchanged four-momentum squared t one may expect this to be a
good approximation, since the distance scales at which the pion and diquark are formed are
rather different. For larger values of t this approximation may be less justifiable, and the
possibility would exist that interference effects could modify the above simple predictions.
This problem would be most pronounced for hard πN∆ vertices, however for relatively soft
form factors (Λ <∼ 700 MeV) the above predictions should be a reliable guide.
Although the total unpolarized parton model cross sections are larger than the pion-
exchange cross sections, even at larger values of ζ where the pionic effects are strongest, the
polarization aligned component in the pion model is larger than that in the parton model.
The differences between the pion-exchange model and fragmentation backgrounds can be
further enhanced by examining polarization asymmetries. In Fig.4 we show the difference
σ+ − σ−, where σ± ≡ Q2d3σ(s=±1/2)/dxdQ2dζ , as a fraction of the total unpolarized cross
section, for the two kinematic cases in Figs.2a and 2b (solid = CEBAF kinematics; dashed
= HERMES kinematics). The resulting ζ distributions are almost flat, but significantly
different for the two models (π and qq label the pion-exchange and spectator diquark frag-
mentation models). We have also calculated the ratio for the form factor in Eq.(7b), and find
the results to be almost indistinguishable from those in Fig.4. Therefore, a measurement of
the polarization asymmetry appears to test only the presence of a pionic component of the
nucleon wave function, independent of the details of the form factor.
Of course the two curves in Fig.4 represent extreme cases, in which ∆s are produced
entirely via pion emission or diquark fragmentation. In reality we can expect a ratio of
polarization cross sections which is some average of the curves in Fig.4. The amount of
deviation from the parton model curve will indicate the extent to which the pion-exchange
process contributes. From this, one can in turn deduce the strength of the πN∆ form factor.
Unlike inclusive DIS, which can only be used to place upper bounds on the pion number, the
semi-inclusive measurements could pin down the absolute value of < n >pi∆. A measurement
of this ratio would thus be particularly useful in testing the relevance of non-perturbative
degrees of freedom in high energy processes.
V. KAON CLOUD OF THE NUCLEON
Semi-inclusive leptoproduction of polarized Λ hyperons from polarized protons can also
be used to test the relevance of a kaon cloud in the nucleon, Fig.5. The advantage of detecting
Λs in the final state, as compared with ∆ baryons lies in the fact that the Λ is self-analyzing.
It has, in fact, been suggested recently (see Ref. [66]) that measurement of the polarization
of the Λ in the target fragmentation region could discriminate between models of the spin
content of the nucleon, in which a large fraction of the spin is carried either by (negatively
polarized) strange quarks or (positively polarized) gluons. The latter would imply a positive
correlation of the target proton and Λ spins, while the spin projection of the Λ along the
target polarization axis should be negative in the former model. (Similar effects would also
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be seen in the reaction p¯p→ Λ¯Λ [67].) A kaon cloud would be the natural way to obtain a
polarized strange sea of the proton.
Although some data do exist for Λ production in the region xF < 0 [68], the large errors
and limited range of xF do not permit one to unambiguously discern the presence of K
effects. A direct test of the presence of a kaon cloud of the nucleon would be to observe the
differential Λ production cross section at large ζ , and in particular the relative polarization
yields.
The formalism for the DIS off the kaon cloud [14] is very similar to that for the pion
exchange model in Section III. Included in the observed Λ cross section will be contributions
from direct Λ production via K+ exchange, as well as those from Σ0 recoil states, which
subsequently decay to Λγ. The differential hyperon H (= Λ,Σ0) production cross section is
similar to that in Eq.(5), with the trace factor here given by:
T S sH (t) = (P · p − MMH) (1 + S · s) − P · s p · S. (20)
Using the rest frame parametrizations of the individual momentum and spin vectors, we find
for a proton initially polarized in the positive z direction:
T +
1
2
± 1
2
H (t) =
1
2
(
(MH −M)2 − t
)
(1± cosα) . (21)
The Λ production cross section is shown in Fig.6, as a function of ζ , for the two possible
polarizations (the kinematics are as in Fig.2a). The K-exchange predictions are calculated
for the form factor in Eq.(7a) with cut-offs of Λ = 0.6 (smallest), 0.8 and 1.0 GeV (largest).
The K-exchange model predicts very strong correlations between the target and recoil po-
larizations, so that the asymmetry shown in Fig.7 for the cross sections (σ+−σ−)/(σ++σ−),
where σ± ≡ Q2d3σ(s=±1/2)/dxdQ2dζ , is almost unity. The K-exchange ratios are very simi-
lar to the π-exchange results in Fig.4, indicating the similar spin transfer dynamics inherent
in the meson cloud picture of the nucleon.
This is in strong contrast with the expectation from the qq → Λ diquark fragmentation
picture, in which the target–recoil spin correlation is much weaker. In fact, to a first approx-
imation the Λ↑↓ yields in the quark-parton model are equal. Assuming an SU(6) symmetric
wave function for the Λ, namely Λ↑↓ ∼ s↑↓(ud)spin=0, the leading fragmentation function will
be DΛ
↑↓
ud0(0)
, so that the relevant component of the SU(6) proton wave function is u↑(ud)spin=0.
Since one has equal probabilities to form a Λ↑ and Λ↓, in the leading fragmentation approx-
imation the asymmetry will be zero. Of course, SU(6) symmetry breaking effects, as well as
non-leading fragmentation contributions, will modify this result, as will contributions from
the production and decay of Σ0↑↓ hyperons (from the SU(6) wave function one can see that
a Σ0↑ is more likely to form from a p↑ than is a Σ0↓). However, the qualitative result that the
asymmetry is small should remain true. Therefore the observation of a large polarization
asymmetry in the large-ζ region of the target fragmentation region will be evidence for a
kaon-exchange fragmentation mechanism.
VI. OTHER TESTS OF PION EXCHANGE
In addition to the above described process which may be tested in upcoming experiments,
several other novel ideas have been proposed to identify a pionic component of the nucleon
wave function. In this section we will briefly outline a couple of them.
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A. Exclusive electroproduction of pions
In a recent detailed analysis [19], it has been suggested that measurements of fast pions in
the final state in coincidence with the final electron could be sensitive to a pionic component
of the nucleon. Extending the exclusive analysis of Gu¨ttner et al. [39] in the IMF, Pirner and
Povh [19] work within a constituent quark picture in which the probability to find a pion
in the nucleon is expressed in terms of the pion distribution function inside a constituent
quark.
The differential pion-production cross section for the “leading pion” (integrated over
transverse momenta) is written as:
dσ
dxdydz
∝ A(x, y, z) + B(x, y, z)Fpi(Q2) + C(x, y, z)F 2pi (Q2), (22)
where z = Epi/ν is the fraction of the photon’s energy carried by the pion, and where the
A and B terms describe soft and hard fragmentation, respectively. The function C reflects
coherent scattering from the pion cloud of the constituent quark. Each term in Eq.(22) gives
a characteristic Q2-dependence, namely logQ2, 1/Q2 and 1/Q4, respectively. To isolate the
coherent scattering from the pion one therefore has to restrict oneself to the a region of not
too high Q2, where the form factor suppression has not yet eliminated the pion signal.
The useful observation in this analysis is that each of the three processes has a quite
distinct z-dependence. The hard-fragmentation process gives a differential cross section
which is constant in z, and is important in the intermediate z region (0.6 <∼ z <∼ 0.8). The
soft fragmentation mechanism is dominant at small z, z <∼ 0.6, but dies out rather rapidly
at larger z. This fact may enable one to detect the pion-exchange process, which dominates
the region 0.8 <∼ z <∼ 1, where it predicts a contribution that is several times larger than the
constant-z, hard fragmentation mechanism. The conclusion that the pion-exchange process
is dominant is consistent with our results above.
B. Semi-inclusive scattering from 3He.
Another novel idea was recently put forward by Dieperink and Pollock [20], where the
suggestion was to measure the recoiling 3He nucleus in deep-inelastic scattering from a 3He
target at x ∼ 0.05 − 0.1. Unlike the exclusive experiments, one would not need to restrict
oneself to the small Q2 region. Because of the rather small probability for the nucleus to
remain intact after a hard interaction with a parton in one of the constituent nucleons,
backgrounds due to parton fragmentation would be virtually eliminated. Therefore the
most likely mechanism responsible for the final state 3He nucleus would be DIS from a non-
nucleonic component in the target, the typical candidate being a pion. Other non-nucleonic
constituents could also give rise to the same final state, such as DIS from a Pomeron in the
diffractive region. However, in practice these could be eliminated by restricting oneself to
the specific kinematic region of not too small x.
An additional problem here in obtaining unambiguous information about the Nπ vertex
from the 3He π vertex would be nuclear effects in the 3He nucleus. Furthermore, any
final state interactions, leading to the break up of the 3He nucleus, could decrease the
apparent number of pions seen in the reaction, thus leading to an underestimate of the pion
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multiplicity in the nucleon. Nevertheless, this is an interesting idea, and a detailed study
should be performed with a view to determining the feasibility of conducting this experiment
in future.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have outlined a series of semi-inclusive experiments on polarized proton targets that
may for the first time enable one to unambiguously establish the presence of a pion and
kaon cloud of the nucleon at high energies. The most difficult part of the calculation is
the estimate of the size of the competing diquark fragmentation process. While we have
used as much experimental data and theoretical guidance as possible, in order to make
that calculation reliable, it could undoubtedly benefit from further study into the polarized
diquark → polarized baryon fragmentation process. Even bearing this caution in mind, our
results (especially Figs.4 and 7) are extremely encouraging. While the experiments proposed
here are difficult, requiring all the intensity and duty factor one can obtain with modern
electron accelerators, it does seem that they will provide quite clear information on the role
of the pseudoscalar mesons in the nucleon.
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FIG. 1. Pion-exchange model of the semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering from a polarized
proton with a polarized recoil ∆++ in the final state.
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FIG. 2. Differential electroproduction cross section for various polarization states of the ∆++,
for typical (a) CEBAF and (b) HERMES kinematics (see text). The pi-exchange model predictions
(solid) are for cut-off masses Λ = 600 (smallest), 800 and 1000 (largest) MeV. The top three solid
curves are for spin s = +1/2 final states, while the bottom three solid curves are for s = −1/2. The
quark-parton model background (dashed) is estimated using the fragmentation functions extracted
from the unpolarized EMC data [26] and Eqs.(17) and (18).
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FIG. 3. Background parton (spectator ‘diquark’) fragmentation process leading to the same
∆++ final state.
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FIG. 4. Polarization asymmetry for the pi-exchange (upper curves) and parton fragmentation
(lower curves) models, with σ± as defined in the text, and σtot is the sum over all polarization
states. The solid and dashed lines are for CEBAF and HERMES kinematics, respectively.
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FIG. 5. Kaon-exchange mechanism for the semi-inclusive production of polarized Λ hyperons.
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FIG. 6. Differential Λ production cross section in theK-exchange model, for form factor cut-offs
Λ = 600 (smallest), 800 and 1000 (largest) MeV, for s = +1/2 (upper three curves) and s = −1/2
(lower three curves) final states. Also included are contributions from K+Σ0 states, with the
subsequent decay Σ0 → Λγ.
FIG. 7. Polarization asymmetry for the K-exchange (solid) model of Λ production, com-
pared with a leading fragmentation approximation estimate for the parton fragmentation process
(dashed).
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